
Dear Portfolio Show V isitor,

Thank you for taking the time to check out my portfolio! Growing up, I have always had 
an interest in the arts, and was first introduced to the art of filmmaking through creating 
PSA videos for school projects. After getting a few shots with a real camera through my 
high school media class, I was immediately hooked, and purchased my first DSLR, and 
getting my start in sports videography. Since then, I’ve admired the way in which 
filmmaking blends creativity and technicality in a collaborative setting, and have been 
pursuing a career in cinematography and videography ever since. 

With the opportunity to intern at Koerner Camera Systems, I am grateful to have worked 
alongside industry professionals, acquiring hands-on experience with professional 
cinema cameras, lenses, and other equipment. I gained familiarity with various menu 
systems, and enjoyed the challenge of problem solving, and learning the ins and outs of 
the camera department. 

Through my roles as Publicity Director for PSU Kaibigan - F ilipino Student 
Association, and Secretary for PSU Pacific Islanders Club, I acted as the organizations‘ 
videographer, taking lead in the curation of various promotional videos and event fliers, 
social media management, and community outreach for our cultural workshops and major 
live shows. Through these projects, I acrrued experience in all phases of production from 
organizing schedules, budgets, and committees, to capturing broll, interviews, facilitating 
live streams, and editing material. In less than a year, I was able to grow the 
organizations’ following by 10% and doubling the average amount of views for our 
videos. 

I continue to grow my skills by working in the camera and G&E departments on indepen-
dent projects with local filmmakers in the Portland area, and am always trying to learn 
new software and techniques to add to my arsenal. Throughout all of these experiences, I 
have developed and practiced skill sets in leadership, collaboration, communication, time 
and project management, and developed an unmatched attention to detail. I love the 
challenge and thrive off of the uncertainty and pressure that comes with being behind the 
scenes anticipating what may come next.

Thank you for your consideration, and I look forward to collaborating with you on future 
projects!

Sincerely,

Patricia Pahinag

PATRICIA PAHINAG
Director of Photography | Videographer
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